
Women fighting extremism, is the topic of my U.S. visit under the autopsy of the State 
Department. 

The first moment I listened to the topic from the organizers in Jerusalem, I giggled inside 
me and said: Oh what would they do if they know about my Hamas tendencies. But later 
on I was giving the topic more seriousness of my thought. I stopped myself at the fact 
that the first thing that came to my mind was Hamas. I was aware though, that my 
comparison in my head was based on what people think of Hamas not what I think. Well, 
of course, I don’t want to praise Hamas, because Hams falls in my praise only in a few 
positions, when Fatah conspires against them, when the world puts in a huge circle of fire 
and compares it with al Qaida. And politically, I admit that they are more organized 
sometimes and they as a party keep developing their tactics. And since they gained the 
sympathy last summer in Gaza, I still didn’t see them going to an opposite extreme. And 
again, the fact that Fatah is doing so badly, it only makes Hamas look always better. 

But Hamas and extremism is not the issue. Fatah and extremism is not an issue. Muslims 
and extremism is not as well the issue, as much as Christians and Jews and extremist are 
not the issue. 

We are living in a world were we are all becoming extreme and pathetically narrow 
minded to a level where we consequently closed on our minds and hearts to all but those 
whom we define closely as “ours” or “ us”. 

Our world today is about “us” and “them”. This notion deteriorated through the recent 
decades to a level where “us” was fragmented into so many pieces of “un-us-ing” us. And 
hence, all the previous us’es became “them” the enemies. 

We are standing at the top of the level in which the only next level is going down or 
jump. In all cases our end seem a hollow end. 

What we see from hatred among the different parts of the world and inside societies 
seems like a contagious widely spread virus. The “phobia” from the other is becoming a 
fear that is making us lose our senses and focus on the danger that awaits us from the 
“other “ … that other became “all” but “us”. 

While we are chasing extremism in all direction, we seem to have missed one important 
place to look for. “Us” … not only that. Deeper in that “us” that makes each and every 
one of us. “Me”. 

It is our way of living. Our way of thinking. 

It is in our up bringing. In our raising up to our children. 

It is in our culture. In our education. 

We need to start from there … and then search for ways to fight extremism in the “other”. 

We need to learn to accept us for who we are first; make a reconciliation with our own 



identities that conforms our religions, cultures, languages and ethnicities. Once we accept 
who we are, we will better understand our specific roles in our societies and the universe. 
We will be able to see the “other” as a contributor to the universe that makes our own 
existence complete and meaningful. 

Only then, the real extremes could be fought. They will be minorities, helpless, and with 
no real power to agitate from. Their power that is based on “us”. 
 
 
To start with, maybe we should think of what is extremism. And after doing so we should 
be thinking of how do we define extremism. ���In any case, regardless to the definition we 
find and decide, and no matter what we categorize as extremism. We will likely find out 
that each of us thinks of someone else or a group that he definitely doesn't belong to or 
sympathize with as extremist. ���It is likely that Netanyahu and the Likud, Lieberman, the 
Jewish home, and all whom I perceive as extremist fundamentalists must believe that 
they are liberal. ���Fateh believes Hamas is extremist. Muslim Arab countries believe that 
Al Qaida, Isis, Nusra, hizballa, Islamic brotherhood ...are extremist ... But then, 
THEY definitely see the others as extreme. ���So while thinking of fighting extremism, we 
May be thinking of the means we use in fighting extremism. Are we more extreme in 
fighting the extreme we denounce that we end up more extreme? ���When we denounce 
killings of innocents from a certain sect or ethnicity, and yet we rejoice the killings of 
those from other sects and ethnicities, aren't we in the same path of extremism? ���In today's 
digitalized world, social media has covered almost every single thought or topic. 
Mainstream media however, remains the main tool of searching for topics in interesting 
issues or important issues that we care about. While mainstream media is considered 
biased, since it naturally reflects governments; social media is considered extreme while 
naturally reflecting either full support or oppose to the governments. ���Since social media 
fights the bias of mainstream media it ends up to be more of biased without realizing or 
realizing, but yet insisting it fights what it perceives as extreme. 
 

Radicalization of women. 

It is not that I just want to attack the patriarchal making of societies. But when one gives 
it a brief thought and questioning of what makes young women in Europe, the U.S. or in 
the Arab countries join ISIS, it wouldn’t be hard for a Palestinian mind like mine to have 
a quick answer. 

I remember during the second Intifada, when Suicide Attacks became a symbol for 
Palestinian resistance. I was a firm supporter to that notion until I met the person who 
was recruiting future or past suicide attackers. At that moment when I saw that man’s 
own fight for his own life, I asked, what makes his life more valuable than that of those 
whom he recruits. Why was it a whole meaning of life to stay alive while he was 
dragging people to their own deaths? 

But, regardless to what I realized, I still understood what went into the suicide attackers 
themselves, whom to me were more of victims. And I myself always carried the notion of 
being a “suicide attack potential”. All what one needed was to cross a checkpoint and 



endure the kind of humiliation and stripping away of what means or be a human being to 
lose the sense of virtue that life means. 

As the rise of ISIS came to the spotlight. What seemed impossible at the beginning to 
believe became part of what reflects our own identities? Either with or against. 

It was maybe understandable to see the joining of males, as an outcome of narcissist, 
pathetic upbringing in making men believe that they are the center of power. Each man is 
raised to believe that everything in life and about life is about him and for him. Taking 
that man into an ideological despair and injustices inside societal political structures, 
made many men rush to their aspired Caliphate and emirate to be the next caliph or emir 
or a mujahid. 

What should one expect from an upbringing that is based on the greatness of the past and 
the conspiracy against Islam inside a mixture of a world that is suffering from 
islamophobia? 

As for women, it is far more complicated. 

In a set up of a patriarchal structure that is carefully designed to oppress women, women 
face double challenges here. In an upbringing that directs her directly to obedience in 
order to gain paradise if lucky, some found in ISIS as a delusional remedy and hence, 
liberation. Going directly to the hand of God’s sent Mujahidin, who will liberate the 
Islamic nation from the demon west and oppressive regimes and consequently, 
suppressive male dominated family under a husband, a brother or a father. 

It is about offering both men and women a good reason to hold to life. In order to make a 
man be convinced that his salvation is not in a future caliphate that will give him justice, 
and a woman who would be ready to be enslaved by a mujahid whose path is closer to 
heaven than that of a husband, as a preparatory stage before becoming an eternal 
“hawari” (women promised to men in paradise). 

Focusing on women education is an important step into women’s enlightenment. Women 
need to realize their own values and virtues not continue to be taught what and who they 
are. 

It is education that women need, not empowerment to bring a change. Women have been 
trained (empowered) to endure the injustices that befall on her. Women need to know by 
themselves what they need to do for themselves in order to be able to bring change to the 
world. Those women are practically making. 
 

Unnerving Radicalism 

The title may not have to deal with the contest. I actually have no idea what the content is 
going to be about. But these two words have been on the tips of my thoughts for the last 
days. The amount of things we are seeing here in the U.S by far has been so 
overwhelming, I feel the need to unnerve myself should be the first to be addressed. I am 



too occupied with food, places we are seeing, and of course the wonderful group of 
women that I even forgot what we are doing here. 

We are actually here to work on strategies to unnerve radicalism... 

While all what has been happening is worth a lot of reflection and discussion in terms of 
the thoughts and means that have been addressed and discussed. A persistent thought 
never left my head since the first day. All this prevention procedures, precautions, that 
practically State apparatus that functions everything in order to control violent radicalism 
has certain points that seem strangely un-addressed to me, the first is the roots to all this. 
The second is the predictability of everything about those different targeted 
extremists\radicalist\terrorists and yet impossibility to catch them. 

It is true that it seems infectious, and it is. But couldn't it also be like this virus and anti 
virus issue?  It could be as well very true that the anonymity of the spread made it beyond 
control. There is no more any one given rule that can determine how to define the set up 
or de-setup of such structures, in either recruitment or organizations. It spread so widely 
to level that it is far-reaching and just next to you on your sofa. 

The question that comes to my mind is, should we just forget about the roots of the 
problems and focus on how we will find a way to fight it? But maybe the reason that it is 
so infectious and contagious is the fact that we are only looking into the symptoms. 

I also know that my platonic plight in creating the Republic is not even on the screen of 
imagination, however, the continuous state of injustices, wars, poverty, oppression and 
many other related elements serve as the seed of radicalism. 

I wonder if this is a strict Palestinian sentiment. At some point while hearing a briefing 
from someone form the State Department that included an impressive illustration of 
certain women who chose the path of Isis, X a mother, has a family.... one day she leaves 
her home. Surveillance cameras spotted her in the airport.... to Syria. 

And the big question mark that puts the entire department and the State into an 
emergency position is: What made her do that? 

I felt like standing up and telling him: My name is Nadia; I am a mother of 4. Some years 
back to the 2nd intifada. I was driving my 'spoilt' daughter with my 'spoilt rich' brother in 
my " luxurious " car, to a "swimming class' when I was encountered by a "flying 
checkpoint " in the mid of the few kilometers far away swimming center for a few hours 
in relaxing Friday afternoon with a few almost a handful of cars ahead of me, with a 
soldier eating crackers while we waiting endlessly for nothing but his stunt behavior. 
When I complained, he took my ID and decided to make me wait more, and when I 
busted into anger I found his gun pointed to my head. A moment when life becomes a 
blank distance of nothing and worth of nothing. A moment I was so ready to leave with 
not a single hesitant thought, seeing my humanity stripped away from me by a worthless 
arrogant soldier that was assigned to humiliate me. Even though the screams of my 
daughter and my brother broke my tracing instant, I understood fully at that instant what 



made people become suicidal (back then). It would have taken a woman like me, with all 
the luxury of the proposed life I had to be the next suicide attacker ... How hard is that to 
be understood by anyone who perpetuate such environment of extremism that includes 
racism, oppression, segregation, inequality, injustice and on top of it all occupation and 
then expect people to behave kindly and calmly. 

People need to be given reasons to live in order to hold on to life.... take this away from 
them by taking away their dignity, pride, honor, freedom and add on that oppression, 
suppression, injustice and racism, with restrictions that surround them from all directions 
and limit their resources to normal lives... the result is the secret recipe that we call 
radicalism. That becomes easy to transform into a violent prescription. 
 

Blinded Extremism: Kuwait, Tunisia, and France.... And Jerusalem 

Yesterday, I shared a photo on Facebook with a paragraph that I wrote about ISIS 
(Da’esh). The photo was a “declaration” or “announcement” signed by Da’esh addressed 
to the residents of Beit Hanina and Shufat in Jerusalem. Beit Hanina and Shufat could be 
considered the main populated neighborhoods of Jerusalem that include today all sects of 
the Palestinian society; Moslems, Christians, religious, secular, Palestinians from the 
North (Israeli citizens), Palestinians from the South (originally from Hebron), 
Palestinians from Jerusalem, and lots of Internationals. The announcement had the flag of 
Da’esh with a call to the people of the neighborhood to prepare themselves for the 
“purification” of the neighborhood from the “Christians” who serve the Zionists as 
collaborators (indicating that all Christians are naturally collaborators) and that they have 
a list of all names, but those of the residents who know of “Christians” should contact 
them (not mentioned how) so that this Ramadan will end by celebrating the Enid purified 
of the “impure” “Christians”. The announcement starts by congratulating the Muslims of 
Jerusalem for Ramadan, and assures “them” that it will be a Ramadan that will be 
disastrous on the Zionists, and the Traitors among the Arab leaders, and the “so-called” 
Mahmoud Abbas Ride the Baha’i who empowered the Jews and Christians in the Muslim 
land. 

Then they call for the resilient people of Islam to “report” on “Christians” who live 
among “you” who collaborates with the Zionists and the western countries, and that they 
are all “ambassadors” to those countries and their organizations that distribute corruption 
and secularism and deprive Muslims from their religion. The announcement then 
confirms that; “ your people (the people of the state of Da'esh), know where those 
Christians live and they have located them, but not all of them. And the “hitting forces” – 
“the group of “sharp” swords” will work on “purifying” the neighborhoods from 
Christians during the holy month.” The announcement later confirms that it will start 
from Shufat and then to the rest of the neighborhoods until they reach the Holy Sepulcher 
to purify it form those who betrayed the pact of Omar. 

And the last sentence addresses the Christian Kefirs telling them that they have to leave 
immediately by the entrance of the Enid, like lambs. Giving them the month as a more 
than enough notice to leave … and the signatures says: the Islamic State. Bait al Maqdis 
Emirate. 



I intended to explain in details the announcement in an attempt to re-analyze my own 
understanding to it. I admit, that I still don’t understand why Facebook removed that post. 
I never used any provocative language, or incitement or called for anything. I was 
practically cynical (as usual). 

Anyway, lets go back to the announcement itself. There is no doubt that the moment one 
sees this horrific black photo with white letters that mentions the Islamic notion of “no 
God but God” one gets scared when seeing it not on a TV screen in Syria or Iraq. Still 
talking about the photo and their slogan, I was wondering about the three words that say 
in order from up to down: Allah Prophet Mohammad. Usually the phrase says: 
Mohammad the Prophet of God. 

This is also not the place of analysis at the moment, the context of the announcement, has 
a mixture of disturbing flow. Words that have been heard among semi-fanatic Muslims in 
Jerusalem in the last decade regarding the awaited come back or a Caliphate. But as 
inflowing as the assumed message of Da’esh, the use of the word “Zionism” was 
mentioned twice only, the word Israel was never mentioned or Jews. When practically 
the main threat to the Islamic whatever is supposedly Israel and the Jews. Somewhere in 
between this and this context, the term Zionist here doesn’t refer neither to Israel nor the 
Jews. The call starts with the typical propaganda and takes a continuous swift to the 
Christians. 

As I stated in my deleted Facebook post, that in other days, I would have not even 
bothered to read this announcement. I would have still said that Da’esh is nothing but a 
black empty joke made by ridiculous fanatics. Something inside me continued not to 
believe those movies of their cold-blooded, barbaric, medieval assassinations. And inside 
me I still don’t believe it. 

What worry me are we, the people. Both moles and Christians. In a normal situation I 
would have included Jews as well. But these people seem obviously not interested in 
Jews. Their targets are Arabs from either Muslim affiliation that is not theirs (we so far 
hear about their anti-Shiites slogans), but what took place today in France, as well in 
Tunisia, doesn’t confirm there anti Shiite slogans. It is another confirmation that they are 
anti Muslims in the first place, and then anti anything that maybe humane. There is 
something about their agenda that seems to be hired in accordance to acquired services. 
But as usual, if people like me said this, the Kuwait murder of today drives us back to the 
Shiite equation. 

Of course, the supporters or the sympathizers of the Da’esh purification of the Islamic 
world consciously ignore the simple fact that this is particularly happening in Ramadan. 
There is something basic about what Islam is, that these people are apparently 
intentionally working against. It seems as a deliberately intended message of declaring 
the Islam of wars and intolerance. An extreme of what Islam or any religion can hold in 
its teachings. Each time the world is trying to even differentiate between the real 
teachings of Islam this keeps popping out as a confirmation that Islam has this hideous 
side that always win. There is no way any Muslim could be part of it, no matter how 
fanatic he was. Well, there are fanatics, after all the construction of patriarchal societies is 



about power control relations. That is what makes home for fanatics. But yet, the basic of 
Islamic tolerance and this importance of Muslim blood that is completely missing in this 
equation only leaves room to one speculation, that this Da’esh myth is nothing but hired 
criminals and outlaws that perform paid assassination and murder services to who ever 
pays. There is so much of a Hollywood movie composition in this, but there is also a 
good place of medieval history in it. The Assassins in the 11th century whose title started 
as “hashashun” and ended by westerners as “assassins”. Also a group who took the 
mountains as their center and assassinations and drug smuggling was their way of living, 
even though they were originally a sect of Ismaili. 

Somehow, this is how history is comprised of a piece of truth and another piece of myth 
and we fall in between and create our own unchanged cultures and traditions, and sadly, 
this is what many Muslims choose to do. But the danger today is this avalanche of fanatic 
extremism that is making those cultures as the norm. 

Da’esh slogans have many words that any Muslim wants to tackle, such as the revival of 
the old Islam. The better teachings in morals of old Islam. But Islam itself is far beyond 
that myth. The Islam of the teaching of the prophet is centuries before the Islam that is 
taught and preached in its notions of the 9th till the 13th centuries. Centuries that marked 
the evolution of Islam to its golden age from one side and those extreme teachings that 
some preach today. The only missing piece of truth here is the context. Even when 
completely disagreeing by scholars such as ibn Taymiyya who some Arab countries 
today decided to ban his books as a result of its effect on Da’esh preaching. We all 
deliberately ignore, that, such rise of extremists back then was a normal consequence of 
many elements, on top of them was the massive amount of scholarly competition that was 
taking place. Something that in todays vanishing scholarly thinking or innovation in the 
Arab mindset, only refutation that results in killing the one who dares to put his ideas that 
differ in writings is what marks this age. 

The fact that the governments decided to blame ibn Taymiyya for instance and banning 
his books, as well of course, of others of his alike, forgetting that these governments 
fostered ideals wore than ibn Tamiya’s in the societies for generations and decades, in the 
whole existing patriarchal structure that monopolizes individuals into power relations that 
start by the ruler and ends with the father at the household. Our societal structure is a 
built in fanatic-to-be structure under the continuous abuse of Islamic patriarchal 
dominating behaviors, that did worse to Islam than serving it … all under only one singe 
mission to keep: maintaining patriarchal structure at any cost. 

This teaching of tribal extremism, that excludes the other whoever he was, as long as he 
doesn’t comply completely with our copy paste versions of the nothing or all that we 
represent. 

Da’esh is not winning and expanding because of its powerful resources and genuine 
devoted message. It is succeeding in manipulating the minds and hearts of our societies, 
because are societies are raised up directly and indirectly on refusing the “other”. 



What took place today in Kuwait, with this heartedly sad embarrassing symbolic message 
of a horrific Islam in the holiest month inside a mosque on a Friday, and the attack in a 
busy area targeting tourists and locals in Tunisia, and the hanged head in a factory in 
France, as well as the announcement made against Christians in Jerusalem; should serve 
as a wake up call to us all Muslims and people of the globe. Exclusion, intolerance, 
oppression and injustice can never serve a safer world for the human kind. . As long as 
we differentiate and choose what is ok to kill and what is not. As long as we applaud for 
the miseries and disasters of the others whom we see them less deserving of justice and 
life. As long as we sympathize less for causes that matter less for us. As long as we watch 
passively the injustice around us. As long as we continue with a life of blame games. As 
long as we continue to foster patriarchal structures of our societies. Da’esh will keep 
winning and rising. 
 

Extremism: The fight that should unite us 

I am not sure if we are standing on a point where the situation is switching into some 
good news. As the world joined efforts after 11Sep against terror in a form of 
governments and armies. Today the world seems to be in an immediate need to join 
efforts to fight extremism. The good news in this tragedy is, that the cause in which the 
world is joining is one, and has no specific face or form, even though it may be 
disguising today in the name of ISIS (Da’esh). One thing about Da’esh that is also 
becoming clear each day that Da’esh has nothing to do with Islam. It is nothing more 
than a group of criminals that continue to join into a network of evilness that the world 
that includes everyone else would need to mobilize against. The tools of war are not 
necessary the answer. I still believe strongly that violence breed’s violence, in any shape 
or form. And I cannot also declare loudly or secretly that the world forces should join to 
kill them. As the whole notion used in recruitment to anyone to join, and as the identity 
of a potential Da’esh could be from any race, gender and ethnicity. From any 
background, rich, poor, oppressed or bred in the luxury of democracy, and in many ways 
they are succeeding. The enemy becomes anonymous and close. Close enough to be right 
there in our own secured homes. ���I am not also a candidate of a blame school, however, it 
is important to learn the lesson of our historical faults. 11 Sept, in many ways was the 
cornerstone of change that made the world split into terror and anti terror slogans, that 
became day in day out what became today an outcome that created the formula of 
Da’esh. The insistence on defining terror in a suit of Islamic jihadist, to a level where any 
Muslim became a suspect. Any Muslim name, figure, shape entitled the world to 
scrutinize the person and push him into a place of suspicion that eventually created a state 
of exclusion. ���Being a Palestinian makes this a norm. Understanding the mindset of the 
excluded. But the world as it runs with a certain normalcy isn’t Palestinian exclusion 
oriented. Imagine a world of people that are pointed at, excluded, threatened in the basic 
of their being, stripped from what makes humanity at its base, in freedoms, such as 
movement and shelter. The whole phobia of Islamic terrorism that invaded the mindset of 
the last two decades created a new reality inside each and every one of us. We all became 
judgmental, and extremists, each within his own scope or extremity. Our lives became a 
set of continuous insecurities that searched a guilty one to blame. ���When the white family 
is intimidated by the black and vice versa. When the Muslim threatens the Christian… 



when the fat is bullied by the skinny. When the elitist torments the local …when the 
Sunni anguishes the Shiite. The Wahhabi, Baha’i. The Buddhist and the Muslim. Semitic, 
anti sematic. Jews and Arabs. An endless list of unlimited intimidation by anyone who 
becomes the “other”. ���This is where extremism is fostered. In our very own homes. Those 
of us who claim liberalism and secularism, atheists or freethinkers. We are all part of this 
vicious game that is called extremism …its end name is Da’esh today … Fascists, KKKs, 
Nazis, …….the list of terror resulting from extremism along our history is also endless. 
Coming from all religions and sects. Being fought under the name of a belief or a holy 
believed cause. ���The terror awaits us today, is no longer faraway and distant while we are 
safe in the luxury of our own secure zones. It became so close that we all participate in 
nourishing it. And as horrifying as it really is becoming. The only weapon we can truly 
fight in is in our own individual spaces. In our very own homes. With our very own 
family members and circles of friends. Each one of us needs to become the very own 
shield of anti extremism that is protected by acceptance, tolerance and love. ���It is 
becoming an obligation to each and everyone of us to become the true notions we preach 
in tolerance and acceptance. 
 

Feeling Fear 

In a normal day, I wait for a response from a dear friend of mine to my blogs like a child 
waiting for sweets. This time, when I saw his name in the inbox and as usual I was 
excitingly reading it, I stood back, and kept thinking whether he was joking or serious. ���It 
was a response to my “blinded Extremism” article, and his response was as follows: “ 
PLEASE, I beg you. Do not give them my name or address!!! We reached an 
unbelievable level of degradation. “ It was the first time that I don’t rush back to respond, 
not even with my usual jokes and flirtations. Something scared me with his response, and 
forced me to see the situation with the threat it really brings upon people, who happened 
to be Christians in this case. ���Something inside me is afraid to dismiss or approve the 
seriousness of this situation. No common sense can agree that such criminals can be real 
and here. In this part of the world, where occupation is what we busy ourselves with in 
the first place, and secondly and what counts as most important is the relationship 
between Muslims and Christians along our time. Well, this maybe a myth if I think of 
approving this fear that giggles inside me. What happened last year with the hijab at 
schools and the split that occurred showed that the relation between the two religions 
wasn’t as sound and loving as we always thought it was. Too much anguish from both 
side appeared that sounded irritatingly unneeded. One thing that was positive I would 
say, the counter Muslim Christian reaction to the racist approach; when Christians 
insisted on the right of a Muslim girl to her hijab, and when Muslims insisted that it was 
the school’s right as a Christian institution to determine its guidelines to the girls. Even 
though this approach was somehow problematic, because as usual people on both ends 
lost their common sense, but yet, it proved that there still exist and important strong bond 
among the society with its Christians and Muslims. ���But I cannot deny, this whole anti 
“non Muslim” propaganda that has been nourishing in the last year after Da’esh among 
those who had extreme tendencies. I would always say, that the best thing missionary 
institutes did in this country was building schools, because it allowed natural integration 
among the society’s Muslims and Christians, that those who never attended such schools 



lack the tolerance towards the other. And luckily, these schools proved to be the best 
education providers, along the decades, in which those who never had the chance to be 
educated in such schools as a child, would do anything to have his children go to those 
schools. Something that remains positive about the Palestinian passion towards acquiring 
education in its best (highest) levels. ���Somewhere, what worries me is more than the real 
threat of Da’esh. I am positive that the moment a Christian will be touched the whole 
society will stand defending Christianity. But what worries me, the fact that this could 
happen. The real roots of racism inside our upbringing as a nation between Muslims and 
Christians that has been hindered behind occupation, that maybe real in testing. Not about 
the final outcome, which I am sure will show us as a society that holds close to its people, 
but the fact that some, or any may show their true hateful feelings may effect the society 
at large. In a society so small, everything in it makes a difference. ���I maybe as my usual 
naïve person. I still believe in the power of our societal fabric that I insist exists. A fabric 
that consists of true tolerance to the other who is Christian or Muslim. But at the same 
time, thinking of how this matters, how among all people the first thing we usually ask 
the person in front of us if her was a Christian or a Muslim. As if it is part of our basic 
Identity, which it is. We define ourselves usually with our religious believes, and maybe 
this is natural in the city that is considered holy to its inhabitants based on religion. ���It is a 
test I am afraid to take as a society. I am afraid that a hideous racist side in us will be 
revealed … and I don’t want to be in this point where I would say: thanks God for the 
Occupation. ���As much as I feel incoherent at this very moment, confused, of taking this 
seriously or just take a breath and believe in people that are really tolerant. The fear I feel 
is like that, which haunted me last year upon the burning of the youth Mohammad Abu 
Khdeir, a few blocks away from where I live. A feeling of fear that danger is closer than I 
thought. That I cannot protect my own children anymore. ���I just pray, this is all nothing 
but …nothing. I don’t want to feel the fear of those who live under the threat of Da’esh.	  


